A result of Steinberg's on the existence of rational regular unipotent elements in quasi-split simple algebraic groups over fields of arbitrary characteristic is partially extended to the case of non-quasi-split groups.
Introduction.
Let k be a field of characteristic p and let G be a simple algebraic group defined over k. Let S be a maximal A>split torus of G and put d=àim Za(S). An element of Gk is called k-split if it belongs to the &-sp!it radical S ■ kU of a minimal ^-parabolic subgroup P=Z0(S) • kU of G. Such an element g is called k-regular if dim ZG(g) = d. The purpose of this paper is to prove the theorem below which gives conditions under which ^-regular unipotent elements exist. The case when G is quasi-split over k has been dealt with by Steinberg [10] .
Theorem.
Assume G is not quasi-split, but d<dim G. If the root system ÄS of S in G is reduced, k-regular unipotent elements exist provided p is not one of the following types for the given k~L: Ar,p\(r+l); Br,p=2; Cr,p\2r; Ft, G2,p = 2, 3. IfkzZ is of type BCr, k-regular unipotent elements exist provided pl2 (2r+l) and for a,2aet2 there exists a k-split 3-dimensional simple subgroup K of G normalized by S with ±a.\(KC\S) the roots ofKC\S in K.
Remarks.
(1) If p is not "bad" for G in the sense of Springer [8] , every unipotent element of Gk is k-solit. See [9, p. 185] .
(2) We do not know if our conditions on p can be dropped. Various examples indicate they perhaps can be.
(3) For an indication of when Sexists see [7, pp. 121-125] . The proof is given in §3 below. §2 contains some elementary preliminaries on representations. Unexplained notation is that of [2] .
Preliminaries.
Let S be a simple (reduced) root system in Euclidean space E, A a fundamental system defined by a linear order on E. Let £&<=E be the set of dominant weights defined by A. In addition to the linear order, we partially order E by «?>a>'<=>a? -a>' is a sum of positive roots. Let Ss denote the set of short roots in 2 (with 2S= 0 if there is only one root length). Put As=An2s, i=|As|, r=|A|. Let H be the simple simply connected Ar-split algebraic group with root system S relative to a fixed maximal fc-split torus S. Let co e£& and let p:H-^-GL(f^) be the irreducible ^-rational representation of dominant weight o?. We are interested in the o? which have the properties that (1) the ft?'<eo in S¿ form an ordered sequence o?=a?1>«?2>-• •>«?", and (2) there is a unique sequence {ctu • • • , amj, • • • , am3, • ■ ■ , am>i=am} of roots in A such that for i^w, co -2J=i ai »s conjugate under the Weyl group W of 2 to one of the &>,-and equals o)h for t=mh. The following result summarizes some facts we will use.
Proposition
1. Suppose co satisfies (1) and (2) above. Assume also each ft?¿ is a weight of S in y. Let p : H->-GL(y') be a rational representation of H. Let Ot±v e y be of weight a> and fixed by U, the unipotent radical RU(B) of the Bor el subgroup B defined by S and A. Let tfl be the submodule of y generated by v. Then if if is a proper H-stable subspace of °ll', H acts trivially on if. Secondly, suppose that if O^v' e'f has weight m e3> and is fixed by U, then co' = oji, some i. Let 2£={zei/~':p(FT)z=z}, y=y\2£, and let p":H-^GL(y") be the induced representation. Then p" is completely reducible.
Proof. Let B~ be the Borel subgroup defined by S and -A, and put U-=RU(B~). Then S • U~ ■ U is dense in H, so <%=kp'(H)v=kp'(S ■ U~)v.
Hence co1=oj is the dominant weight of S in %', and taking W to be maximal proper //-stable, <%1¡W is equivalent to y. Since the wi are weights of S in y, they are weights of 5 in °li. If H does not act trivially on iV, it follows from condition (1) on co that the dominant weight of S in if equals some a?, and so the corresponding weight space %m. of <%¿ has dimension >1. But let u=u__" ■ ■ ■ u_" where l^W-, g LL" . Then
if 77 is the projection of % onto <9ta., -n-(p'(u)v) must span Ql by condition (2) on «? and Lemme 1, Exposé 21 [3] . Hence, H acts trivially on #". For the second assertion of the proposition, we first remark that Lemme 1, Exposé 21 [3] shows that 0 is the only element of y fixed by H. Let {vij}iejl be a basis for the coj-weight space y¿t of "V*. Then y'ijkp"(H)vij is irreducible of dominant weight coj by above, and the sum ^i' = 2?ejp1 "Vx* is direct. Let <x>t be the next member of the sequence a>i>a>2>-• ->ci?n for which there exists O^t?" ey'á with p"(U)v"=v". Let {v2j}JeJ be maximal linearly independent in y¿ with p"(U)v2j = v2j ally. Then y2j=kp"(H)v2j is irreducible of dominant weight cot and the sum y2=y'i-VlLi<Ej% "^"a is direct. Continuing in this way we obtain in q steps, say, a completely reducible submodule "T'q of'f" with the property that if v" e -T" has weight co' e 9 and P"(U)v" = v" then v" e tT'^ Hence H acts trivially on "V'ff'n, whence "f/~"=irq, proving the proposition. We also note that in the first part of the proof we have shown that if A is a nonzero weight in "V, then dim if x = \ since A is conjugate to some wŴ e assume familiarity with the construction of the irreducible representations of H from those of the corresponding complex simple Lie algebra by "reduction mod/)" [11, §12] . For the remainder of this section we determine conditions on/? for which certain modules and maps remain irreducible and nonsingular in passage from characteristic 0 to characteristic/?. Let J? be the complex simple Lie algebra with root system 2, and let fy be the universal enveloping algebra for JSP. Let {Xx, Hß:a.ezZ, ß e A} be a Chevalley basis for JSP [11, p. 6], and let <%z, <%z, qiz be the Z-subalgebras of % generated by X?¡m\ (meZ+) for a e2, 2+, S~, respectively. Let p be the maximal root in 2, and if 2S5¿ 0 let v be the maximal short root. For convenience we agree in the case of Ax that p is both long and short (so p = v). In the following we take w eS> to be one of three possibilities: w-p, v, or in the case when 2 is of type Br we allow co = 2v. Conditions (1) and (2) preceding Proposition 1 are easily verified for these co. Let "Ve be the irreducible J5f-module of dominant weight w.
For Oy¿v e t~%, M=°UZ v is a <^z-stable lattice in f^c [11, p. 17]. For a nonzero weight X of J? in yc, let »,eMbe so that Zvx = M C\fcx. Let 2' = {a e 2: a is a weight in fc}=2 or Ss. Let MacA/n^f be the Zspan of the Jt"_7vy for y e A' = An2'. The nonzero weights in "Tc are roots and, if co=2i', twice short roots. Thus, for a#/3 in A', X_ßXßva= -a(Hß)vx. Hence, once for a given y e A', vy is fixed (it is unique up to changes in sign), since M is ^z-stable, the other vß, ß e A', are uniquely determined such that for a, ß e A', XßX_ava = («., ß)vß where (a,/3} = o.(Hß) or ß(H") (with (ß, a) then equal to ß(Ha) or ol(Hp), respectively), except if (0 = 21» and a=ß e 2S when (a, a) = 6 because of the representation theory of the simple Lie algebra CXx + CH" + CX_a acting irreducibly on the 5-dimensional space it generates from v2a [4, p. 83]. Given v= 2c<ea' c*X-oP* £k®Mi¡, in order that Xßv=0 for all ß e A' we must therefore have 2a£A< c«(a> ß)=®' ß 6 A'. The determinant of the matrix C of this system of equations is by above the determinant of the Cartan matrix of A', except if <x>=2v when it is easily calculated to be 2(2/-+1).
Consider the irreducible //-module 'f of dominant weight co obtained from the =Sf-module irC. Given w¿ (i>l), A = co¿ + ocTO. is W-conjugate to co3-by condition (2) on co, and w^Wi since X~>a>i. Then We also need Proposition 3. The Coxeter transformation w defined above decomposes 2 into r orbits of roots and 2S into s orbits of roots.
Proof.
As is well known [5, Corollary 8.2], w decomposes 2 into r orbits each with h = 1 +height p. elements. Therefore, the second assertion follows since |2S| (=2r, Br; 2r{r-l), Cr; 26, F4; 6,G2) divided by h (=2r, Br, Cr; 13, F4; 6, G2) equals s ( = l,Br, G2; r-l, Cr; 2, F4).
3. Proof of the Theorem. Put Gr0=Za(S), ©=Lie(G), (55=Lie(G5) = Z(6(5'). Let fcA be a fundamental system for ¿2, and for a G kA, let 1 ^ux g l/(a)it. Define H=r¡ae a w« in some order. We assume first that the root system ^2 of 5 is reduced. Borel and Tits [2, §7] have constructed a ksplit simple subgroup //=> S such that the ux e H, and so that the root system 2^ of S in H identifies with s2. Let />://->-GL(©) be the adjoint representation of H in ©. Let &=Z(S)(H)<=(Sr0, and put ®' = ©/iF with p':H->GL((r>') the induced representation. We restrict/? to not being one of the types listed in the theorem, and Propositions 1 and 2 show p is completely reducible. Let d^ and dv be the dimensions respectively of t/(fl) and t/(v). Then © decomposes as irx@iri where irx (resp. i^2) is the direct sum of d^ (resp. dv-d¿) irreducible //-submodules of dominant weight ¡x (resp. v). It is clear that dimZ ( Finally, we should note the characteristic zero case is much simpler, a fc-regular unipotent element being obtained by taking the exponential of a /c-principal nilpotent element in ©. See [1] and [5] .
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